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Abstract: The Internet has penetrated into every aspect of life. Large amounts of data are generated by
multimedia collection equipment every day. As an asset, data can achieve value circulation through
transactions. However, the existing centralized transaction model is not secure enough, has the risk
of user privacy leakage, and the protection of data copyright is insufficient. In this paper, in order to
solve the transaction security and traceability problems of multimedia data, especially high-definition
data such as vector graphics, we implement a transaction scheme STTS without third-party based on
blockchain. For high-definition multimedia data, we use zero watermarking combined with oblivious
transfer to embed copyright information. A two-stage verification process is then implemented by
using group signature and a secret sharing scheme to complete data distribution. Finally, the smart
contract is used to complete copyright tracking. We test the performance of our scheme by simulating
the real transaction environment in the Internet of Things (IoT) and demonstrate the feasibility of our
scheme, which can be applied to large-scale multimedia data trading schemes in the IoT.

Keywords: data trading; high-definition multimedia data; blockchain; group signature; secret sharing
scheme

MSC: 94A60

1. Introduction

The popularity of cloud–edge collaboration has led to the explosive development of
the Internet of Things, and the collection of multimedia data is occurring more widely.
Multimedia data, especially high-definition data, has obvious value attributes and can
transfer value through transactions [1,2]. Attention has been widely paid to how high-
definition multimedia data can achieve secure transactions [3]. High-definition multimedia
data can be used in many fields. For example, vector maps are widely used in the field of
geographic information, and remote sensing maps can effectively identify forest fires [4,5].
In addition, high-definition multimedia data have also been effectively applied in the
supply chain field [6]. For example, in supply chain service and deployment tasks, high-
definition video can be used to monitor the arrival of materials, ascertain whether the
trucks are driven and delivered according to the prescribed routes, and effectively monitor
the bid evaluation process through high-definition video. If the high-definition video is not
clear enough, the efficiency of these works will be greatly reduced [7].

Despite the many benefits of trading high-definition multimedia data, there is still an
inevitable security issue. For example, vector graphics store a small amount of data and
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are easy to copy and distribute [8]. In addition, in the process of centralized trading, the
transaction security of the data owner is not guaranteed, and the problem of data leakage
and user privacy leakage cannot be effectively avoided (for example, data and transaction
information can be obtained on the Internet). No matter who the leakage affects, the whole
process of the transaction should be tracked and the copyright should be bound [9]. Once
the responsible person can be traced, punishment is required, namely accountability. To
some extent, solving problems effectively can increase the activity of the market [10].

To solve the security and traceability problems of multimedia data transactions, three
conditions need to be met. First of all, copyright information should be embedded in
the data, especially high-definition data such as vector images, which requires strict em-
bedding information. General digital watermark and digital fingerprint embedding may
affect its clarity. Second, use of centralized trading methods should be avoided because
the centralized trading platform will collect private user data, and the centralized storage
of transaction data will have the risk of tampering and loss. Third, the communication
frequency between IoT devices should not be too large, especially if cryptography is used to
ensure security. Too much communication will greatly reduce the interaction time between
IoT devices. Many problems need to be considered to meet the three requirements at the
same time, especially in the real application of the IoT, and the first two conditions can
be solved by using blockchain technology [11,12] and zero-watermarking technology [13].
As a platform without a third party, blockchain can effectively prevent the tampering of
transaction data and provide traceable storage for transaction records and even copyright
authentication records. Watermarking technology for high-definition multimedia data
is mainly divided into three categories. The first is reversible watermarking [14], which
completely recovers the original data after extracting the watermark but loses protection
after data recovery, which results in copyright protection not being possible to guarantee
permanently. The second is lossless watermarking [15]. Watermark information is embed-
ded by modifying the attribute domain. However, this scheme will retain redundant space
when defining attributes and lead to information loss when processing data embedding
watermarking, resulting in poor effect in real application. The third technology is zero-
watermarking technology [13,16], which belongs to the structural watermarking algorithm.
Currently, it is divided into two categories: spatial domain and frequency domain. Because
the construction mode of watermark is closely related to the precision of coordinates, it can
provide permanent copyright protection without damaging data information. However,
zero watermark is used in centralized server control scenarios, which are considered unsafe.
How to solve this limitation is the key to the wide application of zero watermarking.

Current work is focused on using blockchain to solve the transaction security problem
of multimedia data [17]. The key to solving security and fairness issues on blockchain is
smart contract [18], because it is distributed and transparent, and all participants on the
chain can see the transaction information and calculation process. In addition to smart
contracts, hash technology [11] and encryption technology are also widely used in multi-
media data security transactions, mainly used to solve copyright problems. For example,
Sun et al. [19] use perceptual hash to complete copyright tracking. Holland et al. [20] de-
signed an image transaction method with copyright protection based on blockchain. Huang
et al. [21] combined cryptography and blockchain for trusted access control, which is similar
to digital rights management [22]. The reason for using blockchain is to avoid the hassle of
third parties. Although the above work has some effect on the transaction of multimedia
data on the blockchain, there are few studies on the security and traceable transaction
mode of high-definition multimedia data under the Internet of things. The scheme [23]
uses zero watermark to protect the copyright of vector images on the blockchain, but the
smart contract is only used for the preservation of watermark information. It does not
protect the security of the whole transaction mode. Mangipudi et al. [24] uses oblivious
transfer combined with watermark to realize a traceable sharing mechanism in the Internet
of Things. However, the access control permission based on zero-knowledge proof has low
efficiency, so whether it can be applied to the environment of Internet of Things with a huge
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amount of devices has not been clarified. Some works also use SGX, a trusted execution en-
vironment, and smart contracts to realize secure access control. For example, Han et al. [25]
implemented a secure access control framework based on attribute-based access control
policies based on blockchain and SGX. Fang et al. [26] implemented a high-performance
smart contract execution environment based on permissioned blockchain and SGX. While
all of these efforts effectively combine SGX and smart contracts, there is no mention of how
data can be securely transferred.

Our scheme realizes a secure and traceable high-definition multimedia data transac-
tion scheme based on blockchain called STTS. It should be noted that we mainly use vector
graphs as the research object. We use zero-watermark combined with 1 out of 2 oblivi-
ous transfer to realize the reliable transmission of data under the Internet of Things, and
use blockchain to save watermark information for copyright protection of high-definition
multimedia data. Then, the secure data access control mechanism is realized by using the
group signature and secret sharing scheme, and the key of the acquired data is divided as
the secret. Then, two-stage verification between the group administrator and transaction
providers is used to complete the data download. In addition, since high-definition multi-
media data require a lot of storage space, we use the distributed storage system IPFS to
complete image storage. In summary, the main contributions are as follows.

(1) Trusted copyright information embedding is realized by using the 1 out of 2
oblivious transfer protocol combined with zero watermarking. We use smart contract to
realize the tamper-proof, traceable and traceable copyright information storage mechanism
of watermarking.

(2) The group signature scheme combined with the secret sharing scheme is used to
realize data access permission control in the multi-device environment of the Internet of
Things. The private key is classified as a secret, and two-stage authentication between the
transaction provider and the group administrator is completed by using the smart contract.
In addition, trusted computing on smart contracts, we invoke the enclave module of the
trusted execution environment.

(3) We used Raspberry Pi to build a real Internet of Things environment for test
simulation, used the alliance architecture to simulate the interaction between multiple
devices and verification experiments, and used smart contracts to complete the rewards
and punishments within the system. The experiments show that STTS can ensure security
and traceability in the Internet of Things environment while having high communication
efficiency. The gas and time test of the smart contract meet the performance requirements
of the alliance and can be applied to the real IoT environment.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Oblivious Transfer

Michael O. Rubin proposed the oblivious transfer protocol in 1983 [27]. The main
function of this protocol is that the receiver can obtain the message from the sender with
a probability of 1/2, but the sender cannot know whether the receiver has received the
message, which ensures the communication security of both sides. Suppose that Alice
and Bob each hold data f (A) and f (B), and both Alice and Bob have the secret (SA, SB) to
decrypt the data. If Alice acquires the secret S(S 6= SB) from Bob through a secure channel
and uses S to decrypt the file, such illegal operations may directly cause data corruption.
Therefore, forcing Bob to sign each message he sends prevents him from passing the wrong
secret. If Alice uses the secret to decrypt the data and causes them to be corrupted, Alice
can file a complaint based on Bob’s signature as evidence. In addition, it is necessary to
ensure the atomicity of the secret transmission; that is, Alice must receive SB immediately
after sending SA, and the same is true for Bob.
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2.2. Zero-Watermark

Firstly, cat map [28] is used to scramble or encrypt the image. Equation (1) describes
the transformation process:[

xn+1
yn+1

]
=

[
1 b

a ab + 1

][
xn
yn

]
mod(N) (1)

For any N × N image or video composed of multimedia data, assuming that im-
age pixel coordinates transform (xn, yn) into (xn+1, yn+1) by scrambling parameter a and
b, the original image can be restored after periodic mapping of cat map. The inverse
transformation process is shown in Equation (2).[

xn+1
yn+1

]
=

[
ab + 1 − b
−a 1

][
xn
yn

]
mod(N) (2)

The image is normalized by reference [12], as shown in Equations (3) and (4).

mpq =
M−1

∑
x=0

N−1

∑
y=0

xpyq f (x, y) (3)

vpq =
M−1

∑
x=0

N−1

∑
y=0

(x− x̄)p(y− ȳ)q f (x, y) (4)

where
x̄ =

m10

m00
, ȳ =

m01

m00
(5)

f (x, y) is an image of M× N dimension, mpq is geometric moment, vpq is central moment,
and p, q ∈ {0, 1 . . . n} is a parameter.

2.3. Secret Sharing

The function of secret sharing is to share secrets among participants, which is mainly
used to prevent information from being lost, damaged or tampered with. The secret sharing
scheme (SSS) was proposed by Sharmir and Blakley in 1979 [29]. The Shamir-based secret
sharing mechanism assumes that the secret publisher s, the participant P{P1, P2, . . . , Pn}.
The secret is shared among n participants. Only when more than t participants cooper-
ate can the secret be recovered. The shared secret s is divided into {s1, s2, . . . , sn} and
distributed to {t1, t2, . . . , tn}.

2.4. Short Group Signature

Short group signatures were proposed by Boneh et al. in 2004 [30]. In short signatures,
any member of a group can sign a message, but the resulting signature does not reveal the
identity of the signer. Specifically, given a short group signature G and group n{n1, n2, . . . , ni},
the verifier cannot obtain the identity information of ni through G. Compared with the group
signature project based on Strong-RSA [31], the short length of the short group signature is
more suitable for environments with high communication requirements.

2.5. Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain is essentially a distributed database, a technology based on cryptography,
consensus protocols, P2P networks and smart contracts. Satoshi Nakamoto proposed the
concept of bitcoin in 2008 [32]. The current blockchain is mainly divided into three categories.

• Public blockchain. Allowing everyone to access the network and transact, any miner
can implement the consensus protocol, which has been replaced by the equity consen-
sus protocol of the public blockchain [33].
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• Private blockchain. Miners’ access is severely restricted only through a blockchain
network that can be joined with the permission of the administrator, and this type of
blockchain is suitable for internal organizational use [34].

• Consortium blockchain. Some organizations form coalitions to build blockchain net-
works, which are considered weakly decentralized because they contain the authority
of an administrator [35].

Smart contracts allow users to execute scripts on the blockchain to complete certain
actions [12]. The original smart contracts were proposed on Ethereum to complete the
calculation and accounting of transactions. Smart contracts are composed of functions and
data, which require pre-defined trigger conditions and response actions of functions. Smart
contracts help blockchain complete decentralized operations and play a fair role.

3. Problem Statement

In this section, we will explain the problems studied in this paper and the framework
of the scheme, mainly explaining the steps of the scheme and the problems to be solved.

3.1. System Model

In this scheme, there are mainly six entities, which are trusted agent, smart contract,
group administrators, transaction providers, sender and receiver. The roles of entities will
be explained below.

Trusted Agent (TA): TA generates the necessary parameters and authenticates partici-
pants when they appeal the group key.

Smart Contract: The smart contract completes the dual verification process of the secret
sharing scheme and group signature, sends the key to the participant, and records the trans-
action information, especially the copyright information, to the world state of Ethereum.
Most importantly, smart contracts guarantee the security and fairness of transactions.

Group administrator: The group administrator and TPs complete the verification of
the data distribution, and only after the verification can the data be downloaded. The
group administrator is the key to ensure the security of the group signature. He needs
to constantly check and compare the verification information from the Internet of Things
devices to confirm that the TP has the conditions for secret reconstruction.

Transaction providers (TPs): TP is a device of the Internet of Things, which is re-
sponsible for providing services for transactions. Specifically, it saves the data processed
by watermark and 1 out of 2 oblivious transfer. When there is a transaction request, it
completes the secret reconstruction and data sending after verification and comparison by
the group administrator.

Sender: They can be regarded as a data owner who can make money in the blockchain
network by processing the data they want to trade into a secure format.

Receiver: They can be seen as a data buyer who wants to download their multime-
dia data from the blockchain network for academic or other purposes, or a pirate who
downloads the data for illegal resale.

The system framework of this paper is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, TA generates
some necessary parameters for identity authentication, and the sender divides the data
into blocks. Then, the blocks of data are copied, and the zero-knowledge watermark is
embedded in two identical forms of data. The data are then sent to the TPs via 1 out of
2 oblivious transfer, which ensures that the TPs cannot acquire the complete data and
that several TPs conspired to reassemble the data. At this time, if a recipient initiates a
transaction request, the smart contract is required to confirm the transaction request and
notify the sender meeting the transaction requirements. After the sender confirms the
transaction, TPs sends a secret reconstruction request to the group administrator. After the
two parties perform two-stage verification, the receiver obtains the encrypted information
of the IPFS address through the smart contract, decrypts the IPFS address using the sender’s
public key, and downloads the corresponding data from IPFS. Finally, the smart contract
completes the accounting of the transaction.
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Figure 1. Framework of the scheme.

3.2. Research Problem

In the above system model, there are two major problems to be solved, which are
summarized as the following three research questions.

Atomicity. For both sides of the transaction, the atomicity of the transaction means
that the sender receives the proceeds after the receiver receives the data, and the receiver
receives the multimedia data they wish to purchase after payment.

Security. The scheme can ensure both the information of the transaction participants
and the anonymity of the identity, and the data can be stored securely in the distributed
storage environment.

Privacy. The scheme first ensures that the user information stored in the system is
not disclosed to the public, and then ensures that no one can infer the information and
preferences of transaction participants from the transaction information.

4. STTS: Achieving a Secure and Traceable Vector Graph Trading Scheme Based
on Blockchain
4.1. High-Definition Multimedia Data Copyright Protection Scheme

As shown in Figure 1, the sender performs data processing under the chain. First, the
data needs to be divided into blocks, then the same data are copied and zero watermark
is embedded in the data. We adopt the zero-watermarking scheme proposed in the litera-
ture [36], which has advantages in efficiency and robustness. It should be noted that our
scheme is mainly aimed at realizing efficient copyright protection on blockchain, rather
than studying zero watermarking. Therefore, any efficient zero-watermarking scheme
can be adapted to STTS. After the data are embedded with zero watermarking, they are
distributed to TPs using 1 out of 2 oblivious transfer. The specific steps are as follows.

(1) The sender first sends the personal information to the TA for authentication and
then binds all N licenses to the data and encrypts all N licenses. The encrypted N licenses
are set as L1, L2, . . . , LN , and the N encryption keys are M1, M2, . . . , MN , respectively.
L1, L2, . . . , LN are sent to the sender.

(2) TA generates RSA public key (N, e) and private key d. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N, TA computes
Ki(H(i))d mod N, Ei = G(Ki||i)

⊕
(M)i) (H and G are secure Hash functions), hides

M1, M2, . . . , MN as E1, E2, . . . , EN , and sends E1, E2, . . . , EN to the sender.
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(3) After receiving L1, L2, . . . , LN and E1, E2, . . . , EN , the sender selects a 128-bit ran-
dom number r, calculates Y = re H(n) mod N, hides their choice n, and then sends Y
to TA.

(4) TA signs the received information: Sig = Yd mod N, and then sends it to the sender.
The sender verifies Kn = Yd/r = H(n)d after receiving the signature, and then obtains TA’s
license key Mn = En

⊕
G(Kn||n) and sends it to TPs.

4.2. Access Control Mechanism Based on Group Signature and Secret Sharing Scheme

In this section, we will introduce in detail the proposed access control mechanism
based on the group signature and secret sharing scheme. The trusted agent (TA) is respon-
sible for initializing and generating the necessary parameters. The group administrator
and TPs verify each other through the smart contract and then retrieve the data they want
to download after recovering the split secret.

• Initialization.

Initialize parameters. TA generates a group of public and private keys, generates n
and a random threshold k based on the number of TPs, where the value of k does not affect
the initial parameter because the verification process needs to verify the equation, and then
inputs a security parameter ε > 1, k, l ∈ N. Let G1 and G2 be the group, p is order, g1 → G1,
g2 → G2, g1 and g2 are the generators of G1 and G2, and the system randomly selects the
parameter λ1, λ2, τ1, τ2, where λ1 > ε(λ2 + k) + 2, λ2 > 4l, τ1 > ε(τ2 + k) + 2, τ2 > λ2 + 2.
Define integer ranges: R1 = [2λ1 − 2λ2 , 2τ1 + 2τ2 ], R2 = [2τ1 − 2τ2 , 2τ1 + 2τ2 ]. We define two
random numbers µ1, µ2 ∈ Z∗p, and the group private key is Gsk = (µ1, µ2).

• A secret sharing scheme for two-way authentication.

Based on RSA public key cryptography mechanism and secret sharing scheme, we
use smart contract to realize the verification process. There are three stages: distribution
and verification of subkeys, distribution of group secret keys and reconstruction of group
secret keys.

(1) Distribution and verification of subkeys. The group administrator randomly selects
n different xi in Z∗p as the subkey of Ui (TPs) and then randomly selects ai ∈ Z∗p and di ∈ Z∗p,
to construct the polynomial fi(x) = ai + d1x + d2x2 = · · ·+ di−1xi−1 mod R with order
i− 1. Then calculate 

Fij = fi(IDj) mod R,
Yij = gFij mod N,
Kij = xi

⊕
Fij.

(6)

where Fij is the polynomial value corresponding to the identity of TPs, Yij is public infor-
mation (stored in the ledger via smart contracts) of Fij, and K is the secret share of TPs.

Then the group administrator publishes {Kij, Yij, gai , gd1 . . . , gdi−1} on the smart con-
tract, and sends xi to Ui through the contract. After Ui receives xi, it obtains
{Kij, gai , gd1 . . . , gdi−1} from the contract, calculates xij = xi

⊕
Kij, and then uses:

gxij = gai
i−1

∏
m=1

(gdm)( IDi)
m mod N (7)

Verify the authenticity of xi. If Equation (7) is not true, it means that the subkey
received by Ui is false, and Ui can ask the group administrator to redistribute the subkey
to it.

(2) Distribution of group secret keys.
The group administrator adopts different thresholds based on the S1, S2, . . . , Sk security

level. Without loss of generality, set the threshold value corresponding to Si as i, and
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distribute information to be published on the contract. The group administrator randomly
selects different integer ri on Z∗p to calculate the public information as:{

Ti = (gri )d mod N,
Hi = gairid

⊕
Si.

(8)

Finally, the group administrator exposes {ri, Ti, Hi} on the smart contract.
(3) Reconstruction of group secret keys.
It is assumed that any l or more TPs in the secret Sl that need to be reconstructed send

the reconstruction information to the group administrator, who can verify the TPs, thus
improving the success rate of secret reconstruction. Let W(|W| = L < k) be a subset of
any l members of G; set Uj ∈ W to participate in the reconstruction of secret Sl ∈ S. The
operation steps of TPs are as follows:

a. After each Ui ∈W downloads (Klk, Tl) from the smart contract, using the subkey xj
to calculate the group key reconstruction information is conducted as follows:{

Bl j = Kl j
⊕

xi,
Al j = (Tl)

Bl j mod N.
(9)

The TPs send Al j to the group administrator through the contract.
b. After receiving Al j sent by TPs, the group administrator downloads (Yl j, rl) from

the contract and calculates:
(Al j)

e = (Yl j)
r
l (10)

Verify the authenticity of Al j. If Equation (10) is not true, it means that Al j is false and
TPs can be asked to send it again. Otherwise, proceed to step c.

c. After downloading Hl from the smart contract, the group administrator calculates:

S
′
l = Hl

⊕
( ∏

Ui∈W
(Al j)

∆j mod N) = Sl , ∆j = ∏
Ui∈W,Ui 6=Uj

−IDi
IDj − IDi

(11)

• Joining in group.

TPs can apply for joining a group through the group ID. After receiving the request,
the group administrator verifies the certificate to determine the validity of the membership.

The TPs applying to join the group generate group public key Gpk and group private
key Gsk locally, and Gpk is sent to the group administrator. The group administrator selects
a random number x ∈ Z∗p, encrypts the random number with its own public key to obtain
ciphertext mj = encrpt(Gpk, xi), and sends it to the group administrator Pi.

Group administrator Pi calculates the product of ciphertext to obtain ciphertext
mp = ∏

j=k
j=1 mj, and calculates mo = mpmk, where mk = encrypt(Gpk, ν), sends cipher-

text mp to TP to be added to the group, and TP decrypts mo to obtain w = decrypt(mo, Gsk),

and calculates yi = g
1
w
1 to obtain the complete private key (xi, yi), where xi = ∑

j=k
j=1 xj,

yi = g

1

ν+∑
j=k
j=1 xj

1 , and calculates the identity Hash(yi).

• Transaction on-chain

After completing signature verification and joining the group, TPs send the verified
transaction and signature to the smart contract for saving. The specific algorithm of
transaction linking is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Transaction on-chain

Input: System parameter: {Yi, g, h, c, b1, b2, h1, h2, θ1, θ2, k}
Output: The result returned by the smart contract ρ
Select g, h, c, b1, b2, h1, h2, θ1, θ2 ∈ Z∗p
Compute:
S1 = bc

1Ts1−c2
κ1

1 /bs2−c2
κ1

1 Ys3
i and S2 = Ts1−c2

κ1

2 /gs3 ;
S3 = Tc

2 gs4 and S4 = Tc
3 gs1−c2

κ1 hs4 ;
Verify:

c ?
= H(g||h||Yi||b1||b2||T1||T2||T3||S1||S2||S3||S4);

return ρ: true or f alse;

where H() represents the hash function. After the verification is passed, it means that the
receiver can obtain the secret of reconstruction and download the purchased image from
IPFS after decrypting with its own private key.

4.3. Piracy Tracking

STTS completes the piracy tracking process using smart contracts. Pirates pretend
the data are their own in order to make illegal income. The pirates can repackage the data
items and publish them in the system. If the receiver searched for illegal data, they may
send the request to the pirate and exchange keys, which can result in the detriment to
legitimate participants. We designed two tracking methods, namely watermark information
comparison and data item hash comparison, which are completed by intelligent contract.

Watermark information comparison refers to the sender finding that their data are
pirated in the system or the Internet, extracting zero-watermark information after down-
loading the data, and then uploading them to the smart contract for comparison with the
historical transaction records to determine the pirates and hold them accountable.

The data item check mechanism in the blockchain verifies the data and broadcasts
the verification information. If the sender receives the verification information, it can
make a complaint to the smart contract, which can quickly compare the ownership of
the data. The data are divided into a number of data items, each of which generates
a hash. After receiving the data, the receiver can select any part of the data and hash
it, which is then spliced with the nonce hash of each transaction and sent to the smart
contract for preservation. If the real producer receives the verification packet after using
the subscription mechanism, the smart contract quickly performs hash comparison after
sending the appeal to the smart contract.

In order to effectively pursue accountability, an appropriate reward and punishment
mechanism should be established. We use smart contracts to deduct deposits for users who
break the rules.

5. Security Analysis

Theory 1. The scheme satisfies unforgeability.
The first case is that the group manager can reconstruct the group key S− l ∈ S by

using the real reconstruction information Al j through Equation (11). In the process of group
key reconstruction, it can effectively prevent dishonest participant U

′
j from forging A

′
l j,

satisfying Equation (10). In order to forge A
′
l j satisfying Equation (10), U

′
j must first have

the RSA private key d of TPs and then change Yij or ri on the smart contract, for which it is
impossible to modify the content on the blockchain. In addition, the content on the update
contract can only be changed if the mutual verification is passed, and others can only view
it, so U

′
j cannot forge A

′
l j that satisfies Equation (10).

In the second case, watermark information is modified, and zero-watermark informa-
tion is embedded into high-definition multimedia data to embed copyright information
without affecting data quality. Once watermark information is modified, data quality will
decline, which means data will lose or be reduced in value. In our scheme, trading interests
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are the default cause of piracy. The pirate will not modify the watermark information,
because it has no meaning to them.

Theory 2. The scheme satisfies anonymity.
The environment used in this article is Ethereum, which is inherently anonymous.

Secondly, we use the dual verification mechanism of group signature combined with secret
sharing to ensure that the information of the participants remains invisible to each other.
In the secret sharing scheme, even if the attacker acquires k secret shares, the secret value
cannot be recovered. Moreover, the verification mechanism is added in the reconstruction
process, which will make illegal reconstruction more difficult. Even if more than n shares
are destroyed, the secret value can be recovered. In addition, in order to prevent the system
from being affected by the breakdown of some group administrators, we set a limit on the
minimum number of authentication devices during the verification process to ensure the
high availability of the solution.

Theory 3. The scheme satisfies traceability.
First, the group administrator and TPs can obtain Al j through Yl j. Once a dispute

occurs, they can appeal to TA through the key provided by the smart contract, and TA
can calculate Al j = T1/T2

Yl j to confirm the participants involved in the illegal behavior.
Secondly, the smart contract ensures the effective comparison of copyright information
when piracy occurs. All transaction information is stored in the world state of the smart
contract, which cannot be modified and can be traced to the source. Once a dispute arises,
the smart contract can quickly compare whether the copyright information is consistent.

6. Performance Analysis

This section is mainly divided into two parts, namely comparison with other schemes
and performance evaluation. We looked for similar work and compared the algorithms in
terms of time complexity and completeness. In addition, we tested the performance of the
scheme in many aspects, which further demonstrates the feasibility of the scheme.

6.1. Comparison

Firstly, we compared with similar schemes in several aspects, including whether to use
blockchain, anonymity, verifiable signature mechanism (two-stage verification), copyright
protection and penalty mechanism. From Table 1, we can see that compared with the
existing scheme, our scheme takes more factors into account, which makes our scheme
more secure.

Table 1. Comparison of schemes in terms of completeness.

Scheme [21] Scheme [22] Scheme [23] Scheme [24] Our Scheme

Blockchain X X X X X
Anonymous X 5 5 5 X

Verifiable
signing

mechanism
5 5 5 5 X

Copyright
protection X X X 5 X

Punishment
mechanism 5 5 5 5 X

Then, we analyze the differences in communication and verify computation between
our scheme and similar schemes in Table 2. The verify computation here refers to the
complexity required for the entire validation, regardless of the difference between one-way
and two-stage, t represents the number of data blocks. Our solution reassembles the data
after validation using casual transfers, which reduces the number of data blocks. In com-
munication, although we use two-stage authentication, the complexity does not increase.
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Table 2. Comparison of schemes in terms of verification process.

Scheme [21] Scheme [22] Scheme [23] Scheme [24] Our Scheme

Communication O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n)
Verify

computation tO(n) tO(n) tO(n) tO(n) O(n)

6.2. Performance Evaluation

We set up an Ethereum environment on a Dell T7920 workstation, running memory of
32 G, network bandwidth of 100 M, using 4th generation Raspberry Pi for TPs simulation.
We used Truffle + Ganache to write smart contracts and MetaMask for wallet management.

We first tested the performance of the smart contract in the scheme. Testing the
performance of the smart contract in Ethereum is actually testing the performance of the
function. Our scheme mainly includes five functions, which are storage (), key verification (),
watermark hash comparison (), initiate transaction request (), data search () and penalty ().

Function storage () is used to store transaction information, data information and hash
watermark and IPFS. Storage function is the basic functions of smart contracts that store
ledger information into the state of the world for distributed ledger storage. In the test
process, we found that the gas and time consumption of the three are almost the same, so it
is described as a function.

Function Key verification () refers to the intelligent contract used by the group ad-
ministrator and TPs in the process of group signature and secret sharing to exchange and
verify public and private keys. This function completes the verification process described in
Section 4.2. It should be noted that the smart contract is involved in the verification process
on the chain, namely the verification of zero-knowledge proof results. The specific calcu-
lation process of zero-knowledge proof is carried out below the chain, so the verification
function will not consume too much time and gas, which is suitable for IoT environment.

Function watermark hash comparison (): The hash comparison of watermark () refers
to the similarity calculation of the hash value of the zero-knowledge watermark stored
in the world state to obtain the appeal result when there is a piracy complaint. We use
simhash in this function to calculate Hamming distance, and two hashes that meet a certain
threshold will be considered similar.

Function Data search () means that the receiver can search for the data they want to
buy in the blockchain, and the data information is stored by the sender through a smart
contract. We use cosine similarity to compare search keywords, which is similar to hash.
Keyword vectors that meet the threshold will be returned, and the smart contract displays
similar result keywords.

Function Punishment () means that the smart contract can automatically deduct the
deposit of the corresponding participant in the event of illegal behavior.

As shown in Figure 2, we built the Ethereum network through Truffle + Ganache +
MetaMask and tested the gas and time consumption of the above five main functions. The
test results show that the performance of the functions meets the basic requirements of the
Ethereum network.

We then tested the time of two-stage verification based on the group signature and
secret sharing scheme. The test subjects were group administrator and TP, as shown in
Figure 3. We tested on different number of participants and different number of data
blocks separately. When testing with different numbers of participants, the verification
time of TP will increase with the increasing number of participants, but the time of group
administrators does not increase significantly. This is because the number of group admin-
istrators is relatively fixed, but the number of TP can continuously increase according to
the needs of the IoT, so the verification time of TP will increase linearly. On the contrary,
as the number of data blocks increases, the validation time of both TP and group admin-
istrator will increase. For TP, the increase in data blocks means the complexity of casual
transmission and the complexity of TP reassembly of data blocks will also increase. For
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the group manager, an increase in the number of blocks means an increase in the number
of TPS that are validated against him, so the group manager’s validation time increases
linearly. In general, the verification time is within a reasonable range, which can meet the
communication time requirements of the Internet of Things.
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Figure 2. Gas and time consumption of the main functions.
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Figure 3. Time consumed by different participants and different data blocks.

We tested the split and refactoring time of the secret, testing the time consumption
for 1–10 shares. According to Figure 4, we can know that the time of secret segmentation
is within 1 s, which is reasonable, because the secret segmentation is run locally, and the
time of secret reconstruction increases with the increase in the share. This is because the
execution time of smart contract is also included in the verification process with the group
administrator, so the time is longer than that of segmentation. We also tested the time to use
smart contracts for accountability when piracy was detected. As the number of watermark
hashes stored on the ledger increased, the time to compare also increased. Our scheme
did not increase the time to compare 100 pieces of data too much, which we considered
reasonable in smart contracts.
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Figure 4. Time consumption of SSS and watermark hash comparison.

Finally, we tested the time consumption of oblivious transfer and the communication
latency for different number of transactions with different numbers of devices. Figure 5
shows the results of our tests. The 1 out of 2 oblivious transfer is a cryptographic protocol
that refers to the choice of one of two secrets, and the person who chooses has no way of
knowing what he has chosen, thus guaranteeing trusted transmission. With the increasing
number of devices, the computational complexity will also increase and so will the time;
this is reasonable because as TPs increases, so does the complexity of the oblivious transfer
(more blocks need to be generated, and the complexity of recombination increases), but
because the operation takes place off-chain, it does not affect the timing of the transaction.
Since the execution of the protocol is local, the communication efficiency of the transaction
will not be affected. We also test the communication delay of search and storage under
different transaction quantities, which are almost consistent with the ordinary function
delay, indicating that the increase in transaction quantity does not have a great impact on
the communication delay, indicating that the scheme is feasible.
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Figure 5. Time consumption of 1 out of 2 OT and transaction delay.
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7. Discussion and Limitations

Due to performance limitations, our scheme is not the approach for all uses. For
example, Tomasz proposed a smart contract of similar interface in his study [37], which
realizes the reuse and security of smart contract by using trading rules and DApp. This
work is very suitable for large-scale application scenarios, especially in the cloud–edge
collaborative Internet of Things environment, where distributed IoT nodes can quickly
invoke smart contracts while using the transaction rules designed by the scheme to ensure
security. However, the performance of the scheme designed in the work has not been
intuitively demonstrated, so it is impossible to understand the practicability of the scheme.
There is also a lot of other work going on with blockchain and smart contracts, and just like
our solution, a personalized way needs to be developed based on scenarios while taking
into account performance metrics and time complexity.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a secure and traceable transaction scheme for high-definition
multimedia data based on blockchain. We use oblivious transfer combined with zero
watermarking to achieve the secure embedding of copyright information. We then use
a group signature and secret sharing scheme to achieve the trusted distribution of data.
We explained the procedure and logic of the scheme through detailed description of the
scheme and algorithm and further demonstrated the feasibility and efficiency of our scheme
through comparison of experiments and schemes. The results of simulation experiments
showed that the scheme also has a certain application value in the multi-device Internet
of Things. In future work, we will fully combine the trusted execution environment SGX
enclave to ensure the security of smart contract. Specifically, we will put the calculation
with high complexity into the enclave for execution and use RSA encryption mode to
securely transmit the calculation results. One can also securely block an enclave in order
to control the calling rights of the smart contract. In addition, we believe it makes more
sense to use non-fungible tokens (NFTs) for copyright protection because NFTs are in the
system from the creation of the work, the entire transaction process is recorded through
smart contracts, and each work has a unique ID that makes it impossible to pirate.
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